



Dean Wilson Reflects on His-First Year
done to ensure the safety of
occupants, especially at the times
when the lifts are crowded,
Another aspect of the im-
/ provement carried out was the
painting of the interior oftbe
cars; This task along with the
cotUna of the frames, was dOne
. by. the maintenance staff. an en-
tirely in-bouse affair. Theovaan
cost of tile operation was ap-
proximatdy SSOO.
CDnIimI«l 011~ 7. col. '(~ .
Bu:ucb College logo is tile foc~ of UgbtiDI system•
process. There was just not
enough time-as it was carried out
towards the end of summer."
The motif of these graphics,
which are in black and white,
centers around the Baruch
College logo. They are enclosed
by frames, which according to
Professor. MikulSky, were built
. with the idea of chanaeable prints
inmiDd•.
The decorative dcsipsare.






Moving into the flow of the
new academic year, the Day
Session Student Government
(DSSG) has gathered together its
members In an effort to make this
year more harmonious and
productive than previous years.
The Execut i ve Branch
meetings, which will be held on
Fridays, will be open' to all
students, according to Sal Ch-eda,
OSSG President.' In addition,
Thursday Council meetings,
which. will be held in the DSSa
office on the fourth floor in the
Student Center, will be bringing
the Council and the Executive
Branch in closer political contact. .
The first meeting went the
normal route-introductions,
announcements; .andnominations
for different committees. Craig
AJlman, DSSGTreasurer, set';'
forth proposals." concerning
uniform fund' allocations to
dubs,' and tbe: rUDdiDa of. a
penicuJarstuclmt to attertain in
by Michael Flanigan
In an .attempt at enhancing the .
appearance of the College in
Student.byGoVernment~:~~~~lar,a~~'n:~~u~~;~~~~~t;:
hfts at 23rd Street received a
. facelift during the summer~
Although the additions were a
the school. while in coming, several students ' .
Many of this year's officers felt that they were a welcome
were' actively involved in student sight. Joyce Reid, a Junior, found
government within the last one to the new lighting "particularly
three years. This enables the noteworthy."
members to have a keener insight The lighting system consists of
as to what aspects of student fluorescent bulbs running parallel
government need improvement. to each other across the roof in a
most. The 1.981-82 Executive North-South direction. Their jo-
Branch is pushing for the cation, however, does not impede
reorganization of certain council access to the emergency exit. The
committees-e-the - finance com- bulbs are shielded by grills that
mittee in particular, so that more diffuse the light. Those grills can
. people are aware of the proper be slid over each other .for
. procedures, the goals, and the removal.. .
gains of that committee. The One of the most· glaring
Executive. officers are also en- deficiencies is the absence of
couraging clubs to outline their bulbs along the Perimeter of the
events more clearly, .and club roof.' This creates dark spots
charters to be checked more along. that area. Professor
carefully. Overall, this year's Marilyn Mikulsky, .Director ·of
officers will be striving' to Campus PJaDDing,Jindic:ated Ithat
maintain better records, and white sOrDestudents are struck.by
betteecoordinancn of activities. utbe dramatiC effect" created
Allman, as Treasurer, said, "I. when' the tipt hits" the graphics',
. want to see Students get the moSt -the a~of-thesebUlbswas
they tan for theirS2S-.50!' . unintamoRai. ·'h~ is CiUeciatiJeIy'·
.CcintilllMil011 PrIae 7. coL " to tile Jateaea -of die iDstaDarioa
by Emesto Rivera always supported his staff with others.
Dean of Students Henry Wilson members and has always en- He felt he had to address this
stated that in his past year here at couraged them to support student situation but admitted that
Baruch he has gotten to know' 'a events. He added that they have without the support of the general
great number of the students who always responded positively. student body. this action would
are in responsible positions When asked why he decided to fail.
around the college and 'also post the Anti-Drug/Alcohol and He also stated, "We have a
people in various professional Gambling Notices, Dean Wilson very high drop "out rate here at
positions around the college who said, "If'a Dean feels that. Baruch, and it seems to me that
could help me. to implement something gets .in the way of the there could be some possibility
programs for students, I think I possibility of achievement and that people are not 'giving Baruch
have· established a working success of students, then I think all that they deserve to give
realtionship with a lot of the . it's the responsibility of the Dean .Baruch in order to be able to
people who are important to .> to try to do something about it. I remain here." He then added that
implementing programs-~oundthinkthat excessive use of he didn't wish anything-to stand
the college too." He added, "That .drugs, alcohol,· or excessive in the way of the chances of a
of course is a difficult job' and I gambling~'gets in the way of' the - . student remaining in Baruch, and
think I have. done that fairly' '+ kind of things that a college is that he was concerned with. their
adequately. " Another' ac- . . supposedto be able to provide for chances of success.
complishment Dean Wilsonsaid.,1 _students." Dean: Wilson added Dean Wilson then mentioned
he was very proud of was the',:. ~.'T ': that if a student spends too much that upon admission Baruch is
. "SPJing .". ~~'~ ·He stated th;it.. ._, ....,... " . ..__. - --. ...... . ~me.pmbliD&.b~:m.ax l)eglect his SO.".. minority and that by the
tboughitbad~w.·partici~tion, ,r' ,-. ." --" DeJlD\ViIso&~esi8his~ffk;e•........... ~ ·..~~:~~~~~.H~t~.~~:,,:.·£~t-.p-~~9n comes· .; ~:a ? ..
~6~~__~.~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~7
.~~-~..~4.tt,t.Wk'·.§,..,,.is''-;·~,liiIiitjiL:;"'IJIS:.·'ris;," RallO·amt·••.bt,w:ui1tddo uf." •~ .• i::OJamit."d!:;.;:1ds.':!demat-~~~~~ ..~_: __ ...., '.........-----:-
·T~ ·Dean"·of·-~s:~ ·~tie.o ·--ififeraCt-'Witll~slu~s,WliO' --·nSp-~:-.~'··.smt~··_~c:'Ut~~":·7~.~-~.woum\-:~~~~~stuaeit~1Tom"~ffle'- .-. ..- ..'- "
Chair of. Student Personnel have culturally dif'f'erent that he did not know: what was affect his.c:oDCebUation onaca- ma)ontypopuJatlon,I'don'rwant
Service (SPS). SPS develops and backgrounds and would thus give being referred to but that he has demics and his'ability to interact C l' d D 'OIL» 7. col 4. I hi h . . . on lnue on r'(Jt>"" •imp ementsprograms w rc . students a chance to learn-from
complement or supplement each other and get along better
classroom teaching with non- with each other. . .
academic learning. When asked about some of his
.......
. .







to blame. What can be done?
1. The immediate opening of
the Family Court Building on
22nd Street to classes.
2. Make it a policy that, until
the overcrowding is eliminated,
the. number of entering freshman
and transfers combined cannot
exceed the number of graduates
and disbarrments.
3. A review of tile service
contract on the 24th Street
elevators.
4. Staggering class-start and
class-end times within each
building, to avoid the all-too-
frequent "Togjams'" at the
elevators, and overcrowding of
the elevators.
By 110 means is tbis list ex-
clusive, but the implementation
of these four policies will
significantly reduce an intolerable
situation.
If it is not possible for, one
person to handle all of the
students then "why weren't they
helping her on the onset of'
:registration.? ,
I don't think, Baruch College
values good personnel.
The reason why I think this
matter deserves attention is
because I don't think it is fair for
a group of receptionists who
make approximately the same
wages to do virtually [10 work and
expect to coast off the work of
another employee. Maybe I am
wrong, but I seriously doubt it.
I transferred from Stonybrook
and at Stonybrook people reached
out to help the students, but at
Baruch the people'dodge you,
especially in Financial Aid.
, Another r~son why I felt this
merited attention was because my
friends whom I spoke to about
what -I witnessed told me that it
isn't uncommon.
They told me in Financial Aid
- and in Registrar you will find the
most obnoxious, , petulanfrand
incompetent personnel than
anywhere else at Baruch.
Let me say that I find the
Financial Aid Offices Act very
hard to top.
September 23, 1981
Dear Mr. Perez, .
As a transfer student entering
Baruch for the first 'time, I've
never seen a registration handled
in such disorder.
Many of the administrative
offices were in total chaos.
In the Financial Aid Office'
there is a young lady, a recep-
tionist I believe, seated directly in
front of the door. As I entered the
office I noticed a line of 15-20 (no
exaggeration) students that she
took care of one by one. It took
about fifteen minutes for me to be
seen by her, but I didn't mind
because she was very efficient. I
received information from her
that other offices should have
told me but didn't.
In the office there were four
other personnel just sitting
around. It's only my opinion but
I felt things would nave run more
smoothly if they had helped their
colleague along.
- 1 returned to the Financil Aid
Office on the first day of classes
(9-14-81) for a possible book
loan. I noticed the receptionist
was gone and the four people
including the Director Stephen
Goldberg were running around like
a bunch of chickens with their
heads cut off helping a mob of
about twenty-two students.
The Ups and Downs of,
Bamch's 'Elevators
Dear Ticker,
Almost two years have elapsed
since I last wrote to you about the
miserable condition of Baruch's
elevator "service." I would like
to list the improvements that have
been made in that time:
Or, in summary, none. Now the
deteriorations:
I. The elevators in tile 24th Street
building (especially the Library
elevator) are breaking down even
more frequently (incredible
though that may sound).
2. The institution of a cordoned
line in the 26th Street lobby,
which only adds to tile frustration
and confusion.
3. The introductlon of entering
freshman and transfer students in
ever-increasing numbers, which
aggravates the overcrowding.
Who is responsible"? Obviously,
it is the administration, and not











'he TIcker is .......ed .......,. eIIdI Frida,., tile Sta4lISIS of Collle.·TIIe n • ...,
r--1M14. to ..blicatiOll Is tile ••d"- for. auspaales'. ate.., rIeI A", ad.... to
tileFa•. All co-.......... _lilt lie.,............. A"reu te: TIle11ck8'."m. 13'7
F.- Z2IId Street, New YGI'k. N.Y., ••••• Tell,ra.se N_.... 7Z5-762I or ~U. 0IIIce B••a:
....... p••• Nat De.-.:Se,le_. 23rL
1lJIsiItssMIlNlP-: Kefa AI....~
Ad't'f!rtisilq MtDUlgD': Jay ScIIw-tz
PluJtfl6lY1plty Editor: Fnd KIIdJa _
Nt!W5 Sltdf: a... CM., Vs.-ca Snzao, CIIriIda Gor.8, Lori Dl Do.ellko, Ispid
~I--· '
Am • FtJtltrlns Sttiff: o.nr. RodrIpa, Jay tiwutz. Jolul RIzzo,~ DooMs .Helm
ClItIa, ....GeI.ls... . ,
Sports Staff: MIcMeI Riven.T~ SdlwlII'Z, MIke AzaeIo.
By now it should 'be apparent to all students on campus that the Baruch College Ad-
ministration cares,very little for the rights of students. Students have earned the' '~ight to
spend what little free time they have in whatever manner they choose, providing they do not
interfere with the rights and well-being of others. They also do not need to be ffightened nor
have fear instilled in them by the College Dictatorship. These rights include the liberty to
walk around free of tags, the right to drink an occasional beer in the Student Center, which
is, after all, the students' building, and the right to feel safe.
For some unknown reason, the Baruch heirarchy tends to -equate beer drinking with
alcohol and drug 'abuse; moreover, the Dean of Students has decided to launch his own
personal campaign to wipe out these so-called afflictions. It appears that he intends to lead
us all down the road of purity. There is, however, more to the world than good and bad, or
black and white. There is a small bit of gray which must be recognized. It is the job of the
Student Personnel Services Department, expecially the Dean as Chairperson, to alleviate the
pressures which students face academically. It is foolish to assume that occasional beer
drinking is a form of alcoholism. Perhaps Dean Wilson was educated in the Garden of Eden;
however, most of us exist somewhere East of Eden.
Beer drinking on campus is as American as baseball, apple pie and Old Glory. Perhaps we
should do away with all fraternities throughout the nation. That is not to say that all
fraternities do nothing but drink beer.
This ever-so-slight indulgence 'i~ even more important to a college which has no campus.
There is very little good to be said of an Administration which abuses students and treats
them as if they were cattle to be herded in and out of this educational institution.
It is very sad that freshmen at this year's Freshmen Convocation were made to feel as if
they were entering a crime laden, derelict populated neighborhood. The remarks concerning
the safety or non-safety of the campus were exaggerated. The installation of fear in freshmen.
was merely a safeguard to insure that someone would wear his/her dogtag, Could it be that
the Administration, after applying 20-20 hindsight, realized that their ID badges could fail?
In all probability, they were merely trying to project themselves as the all-protecting, all-
knowing Big 'Brother.
It is time for the administration to take notice of students' rights and of their responsibility
to protect these rights. They do not only exist to enforce ludicrous regulations. Somewhere
along the line, they should be made accountable for their actions. The College, including the
student body, has become a bastion of conservatism. Therefore, it is up to the students to
reverse the trend. There is only one way to accomplish this, and that is to exercise your rights
in a responsible manner. This includes drinking your beer and pocketing your ID tags. There
is no reason to adhere to needless regulations.






willing tc suffer the consequences
for stating my convictions."
A spqkesperson at the South'
Africa desk of the Department of
State Office in Washington said
that as a rule no statements are
issued with regard to the issuance
or denial of visas.
Dennis Brutus; South African author, maybe fGreed to leave States.
war for injustice;"
The next level of appeal for
Bru tus is the Immigration Board,
ofAppeals.
" Whatever the outcome," he
stated, "I will continue to speak
out for as long as I can. I do not
propose to change now. I am
TIlE TICICER
required.. Apparently they think
,that an American can teach
African literature, and therefore,
my knowledge of the subject is no
longer needed. "
"This is most unfortunate,", he
opined. "The American people
are woefully ill-informed about
Africa as a whole and. Sou'th
Africa in particular; Ignorance in
the past has led to serious con-
sequences such as Vietnam and
'Iran. My expertise would
therefore be very useful."
The consequence of the U.S.
action "has been to inflict real
hardship on me and my family in
England. I have not been able to
to visit them this sum mer, which
is my usual practice. ".
Brutus is alarmed by the
growing. intimacy between
Washington and Pretoria, and
points to the current Springbok
Rugby team tour as a "strong
indicator of the way the wind is
blowing on Capitol Hill." He
envisages serious consequences
for all Americans, and does not
discount their involvement in "a
Humao·Rights Activist
Faces Deportation
by-Michael Flanigan . _. "
For Dennis Brutus, adversity is-' College jn ~assactlusetts~ He is'
a way of life. He was banned':". on a one year sabbatical from
fro~ teC:l~.hing and writing in his Northwestern University in
native South Africa, jailed on the' Evanston, Illinois, where he isa
infamous' Robin's Island, and tenured professor in the English
forced to leave his homeland with Department.
the threat of imprisonment for The human rights activist who
life if he ever returned. has penned such works as Sirens,
Now the author of several weli~ Knuckles, and Boots and Letters
known poems, the anti-apartheid to Martha came to· the United
spokesman is on the verge of States during the Eisenhower
.being deported from the United Administrairon on an H-l visa. A
States.'· statute which was established at
The latest chapter in this book the time requires that visas of this
of misfortune 'unfolded 'last classification should be renewed
February when he was informed every 10 years.
by the Department of Justice's - ','Since February," .Brutus
Immigration and Naturalization stated, "Chicago has partly
Service's District I Office in changed their position. " TIley are
Chicago that an extension of his now offering residence in the
temporary 10 year old visa had country as a distinguished
been denied. . scholar. "But to do this," he
Art appeal through his lawyers continued, "I must leave the
to the Regional Commissioner for country and apply f-rom abroad
Immigration in Chicago-was also for this status." This to him is an
denied; notification 'of this unacceptable propositon.
outcome was received on the 21st ·"The· main reason for my
of this month, ' .'. ' expulsion notice," stated Brutus,
Bru tus presently teaches '''seems to stem from a belief that
African literature at Amherst my expertise is no longer
, ,
Student Activities Director Favors Fee Increase
-r..... ::
..- .
The obvious question facing
them is the lack of funds. Carl
had this to say: "We just don't
, have enough money for
·/'everybody. What we have
managed to do is take money out
of one pocket and put it in
another without significantly
changing the situation where one
group is richer, that group is
-poorer, and the other group is the
richest. "
- Carl hopes that during the
course of the year, students will
realize some of the problems
they've gotten into with the last
referendum over a few years ago.
He felt that the referendum did do
'Some good things for the athletic
department, primarily. But it did
- some' bad things in terms of
financing the Student Center.
·"The·referendum promised us a
lot of things for clubs, which will
not materialize. I' don't think we
will materialize that; I think the
year will show that. The students
.sh011ld realize that this' hasn't
'-- .reallyhelped anything. "
" It was going to.alleviate some
of. the financial problems and the,;.- .'
by Helen Chan Carl continued to say that if no budget will go on 'a very low cash .activityTee was restructured so special effects in the area the
"It is essenrial that the fees be fee increase takes place, some position starting now, unless that the day session full-time fee referendum was welded. The
increased. I think you can't do a . major cutbacks will come into the something changes Dr increases for the Student Center is now S11, direct beneficiary of the money,
hell of a lot with so little. We've scene. First of all', the- capital the financial situation," he said. where it was formerly $15; part- being reduced turns out to be the
been spending with 1968. value . - improvement plan for the Student Ms. Debra Bick, Assistant time students now pay $6.50, student government and athletics.
dollars," declared CarlAylman, Center, whiCh' was' to ' spend Director of the Student Center where it was formerly $7.S0. This Clubs only got an allocation,
Director of Student Activities and $12Q,OOO to purchase, new fur- and Student Activities, feels.that situationwillcreate a. shortfalfin' -which will somewhat be less than
the Student Center. ~~: e:;!.~;'~~oi';;..ili..e~Jl_:~~eut,.~~r~ ·.jflhere:,~t&:·be~.~_~·"~~'>'11t~~~et.of~t$I~OOO.~.~.,:"wmittb~-:~egetp.og~yway.",>~
He and the rest of the s~ff at _.Ce~~w~~~~. of f'unds for the Center, the first .' Our Incomebasn~tch8JIgedIn "DebbIe Immediately.added diat
'the 'SilidenCCenter' ~ancrst&tiiTt~'!.,~ ·~ait1iiC'&~JjCm,-'-~~'irans"b.1)e:f!I'ii:lJ1tial~:cbU11t.'"be~~' ,dre last' !2"years;:~~,'-~:ooe~:wm-'ldsO"1iaV~-lb-cru:··~~'"-.
Activities 'Office were trapped' in - the areas of" sllpplles-~-aJia--:-- -tne'stan=~Wo-"'starr; -"-no "'llave--DOt"-'~"JiiCr'~sed" csmee":-':~c()iiSictia~ntha('money-was-·set-'_· ..
the middle when the Day Session' maintenance. "We try to cutback programs."', . ' 1968·Tbe only thing mar has' aside, for' co-sponsorshfj» ·of
Student Government..(DSSG) held on each of those as little as we -- In addition to the problenr'fhey . changed is the number of students events, '
its annual election for the- up-can, We (do) have the luxury of a a~e already facing," money' that is enrolled," he add~.!he While the clubs are demandi~g
coming officers.' Two' 'parties reserve which will.pretty much be troubles were ~nvolv;d. ~l Student Center/Stu~entAetlvluesmore. and more ~u~~s for their
proposed toraise or- maintain- the depleted bythe end of this fiscal stated that startmg as ,of ~hlS Office had been USlOg the same events or other actlVIue~., some of
cost of the student activity fees. year (June 1982)., Next year's' September 1, the day session amount of money and other funds - the ,st.u~ents, however, are
, , '. to run the programs and the complaining. Some feel that they
maintenance of the building. Now should not pay for the proposed
that a lesserportion of the activity increase of the activitiy fees
- fees goes to the Center, the because they' do not, or rarely,
current." amount . will be.' in- 'engage in the activities sponsored
sufficient to cover the costs of ,by either the Activities Office,
maintaining the building. SCPB, or the DSSG. "They are,"
'~,It's just 'that the.redistribution as one student (who chose to
has been changed. They're getting remnain anonymous) pointed,
less money" Ms. Bick added. "Not involved. "
One student who chose not to
be anonymous and spoke up was
Howard Hirsh, who was
president of the club, '·Students
For A New Student Center." The
club, just like the title suggests, :5
geared to promote postitive in-
terests and views from students
and staff alike. They encourage
them to use its facilities. But more
importantly, "Students For A
New Student Center" is com-
mitted to the continued existence
of the Center and insure it,
staffing, maintenance, and ac-
tivities. It also served as the link
between the students and t hi;'
College administration as sur-
porters for the improvement of
Baruch's extracurricular life.
whose main core lies in t1'1:;,
Student Center.
"Part of being a student,"
Howard said, "is having t h,
chance of getting invoi ved .~ ~ i :
you, the student can't just :i;~~~;
on how and why certain r e... ·i~\·
pay the fees. Those who J,) na: '.:
an opportunity, to get invoh':::.:
into an experience of ,v'hich thev
will be a part. There are cenain
Continued on Page 7, col. -I
.. '~--
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October-5,l981 THE TICKER , hieS
asked about the relevance of the
orientation Dr. Greger hoped that
while the words themselves may
be forgotten, the impression
would be that" ... from the top
administrators down ~ we are all
out to assist them so that their
college career may be a successful
one. "
Freshman orientation is in an
ongoing process of improvement
in order to make its component
parts more useful to each student.
The over-all message, that Dr.
Greger wants to get across at
these orientations is that, "Baruch
College is a place of opportunities
and it is up to you, t he student, to
take advantage of them."
of guinea-pigs, but experimenting
in the sense of "trying to improve
our program." He mentioned the
revival of' the practice of having
the Deans 'of Baruch address the
incoming students as being pan




When asked whether there were
'any changes in the orientation of
freshmen fromprevious years he
said "We are always ex-
perimenting ... not in the sense
.....s• ....r
.' .-.....
ProfeSsor Irving Greger, ~nator of FroshC~D'VocatiO!l.
Hank Wilson exaggerated the freshmen that were questioned
crime at Baruch in order to sell felt that· there was no over-
the policy of identification cards. emphasis onthe crime situation.. '.' - . ~ . . -
When asked about this, Dr. Dr. Greger felt that the
Greger had no comment. The orientation went well this year.
Improvements Seen at Freshmen Convocation 1981'
. . .,. . - ......
by EdmundUnneland '
With the coming .of lfalll comes
a new crop of first-year students•.
Doctor Irving-' Greger' -of
Student Personnel Services has
again cranked -up the- machinery
of getting these students used to
their new surroundings at Baruch.
The freshmen were welcomed
at a convocation of the entire
entermg class. -The Deans of the'
three schools of Baruch, and the
Dean of Students, each addressed.
Class of 1985. The freshmen were
.then taken, by other students·
from Baruch, on tours' of the'
various buildings of-the college.
They were also led in small-group
'orientation sessions by these
students. This was done so that,
the freshmen could get a student's
perspective of the workings of
Baruch..
The orientation procedure was ,.
generally received very well.
There was some concern,





would be working together to
assure a successful year. The
Student Activities Office
provided a welcome pizza lunch
for the council and guests.
WELCOME TO BARUCH
Session Student Government welcomes allThe Day
Baruchians.
Being a: little unsure of things will soon be the rule rather
than the exception, but you will soon realize that you're not
the only one who's feeling this way-we're all trying to hide
it, some. So don't worry about how you're coming across, as
long as you're being yourself. .. .
The Baruch D.S.S.G. is your student organization. Your
activity fees fund various D.S.S.G. clubs, service
organizations, and entertainment activities vou will benefit
from in this and future years here. We encourage you to st~p
by the D.S.S.G. office in the Student Center and take part 111/
what goes on-your ideas and enthusiasm are m~st welcome.
. There are a number of events that we have planned that we
, hope you will enjoy and learn from. As college is primarily a
Ieamingexperience- we hope that the D.S.S.G. can helpy~..
By participating irl these and oth~r e~ents, or by t~klngI
an active role in clubs and orgamzanons. you can help
alleviate some of this apprehension about college life. So be
sure to stop by and investigate. , '




Day Session Student Council' 5
first meeting 0 f the Academic
Year was convened on Thursday,
September 17, 1981 from 12-2 pm
:in room 409 of the Student Center
~:. 'by', Nancy Young, council Dr. Hank Wilson. Dean. of
'-";J~~:'"~fjs~,=~~'first~.time ,Studen~, warned t~e- cqunal, to.
,,:,that Student;C~llricil has chosen be careful not to fall Into the same
.' tomeetlD,theof11ceOf.Diy'SeSSTOjC·'· tl'a~'tliafrefioerea'~list- 'year's ."
:~"""·'Stl..dent Govmmeni~'Thjs"aetion government ineffective. ASsoCiate'
".)s symbolic of tile close. working Dean . Ron -Aaron reminded t~e
...' relationship that the executives council that last year, Council
"hope to forge with the council failed to meet after ~arch ~6th
',members according to Sal _. and took very few posrnve actions
" Cheda DSSG President. prior. He advised them to
" Themeering was well attended organize positively ..and to'
. by council. members, executive abandon party politics and
officers, and staff from both the executive-council conflicts. . .
Office of the' Dean of Students The balance of the meeting
and the Office of Student Ac- concerned itself with clencal
tivities. Mr. Carl Aylman , matte~s such as the nominatio~ of
Director of Student Activities, coun~I1 membe~s to the varrous
welcomed all of the council standing committees and ad hoc
members on ~l1alf of the Ac- Elections to these committees will
tivities staff. Carl expressed the take place a~ the next regular
hope that the Government and the councIl, rneetmg on Thursday,
staff in the Activities Office September 24th at'12 noon.
J, .... . -, - • . • ~
Sai-v.~cltetiaaad ~AllniiuaO. to r.),-PresIdeIIt.JMlTrasurerofDaySessioll Shldnt Goyen.aIftIt~ . , '
, .. .- ~ - --.,. ~ ~-- ~_ _~_ _. __._~-'-' .
.,. __..'-.. __-••.•, ••.•• -...~ _ .-. .. '" , _.,,.. __ -..,_ c·· ..'. . .
..~..: ....
".











The Lion (no longer Cowardly) .
True, it has been the home of such
luminaries as Al Capone, John
Dillinger and the' Birdman of
Alcatraz. But face it, even they
had the sen-Se to leave for greener
pastures. New York, on the other
hand, and in particular the
Student Center (Oz), offers
maximum security with minimum
protection.
Really now, "Home on the
Range, "your so-called state song,
is merely a simple ballad extolling .
space, wildlife and buffalo chips.
Our song, "Somewhere Over the
Rainbow," is a hymn to hope and
aspiration, dream and ambition ..
Our Oz is a place of the spirit, an
alternative to New York City.
Kansas,· California' and Shangri-
La, where anyone can beTudy
Garland or the Wizard, where
Toto, too, can frolic and gambol.
In reference to your suggestion
that we substitute "Missouri" for
"Kansas" in the slogan, may we
assert that at least that state has
St. Louis and what many consider
the real Kansas City. Alas ..
Missouri cannot tJe, and is not,
Kansas.
In conclusion, regarding your
threat to use military force: Your
weaponry seems to have im-
proved; your last attack upon Oz
was made with a house in free
fall.
Looking forward .. to your
response,
'<...:;
America," as Kansas is known.
We revere the river catfish, the
elegant outhouses and both
varieties of .corn Kansas
produces.
OUI' slogan .intends no
denigration- of your bailiwick but
a favorable comparison of Kansas,
with the mythical city of New
York. In fact, Manhattan, as yOU;
know, is in Kansas. Seriously,
what more does Kansas have to
offer but Leavenworth Prison?
Mr. Norman W. Storer
Ambassador ex Kansiensus:
Dear Ambassador Storer:
This is to acknowledge your
Official 'Protest of 14 September
1981, delivered via Munchkin
Express from the Emerald City',
where it had gone by mistake. We
were, however, distressed to see
that you had interpreted our
thematic quotation as being to the.
detriment of the "Breadbasket of
The Self-proclaimed AmbasSador Ex-Kanseillsus. Norman Storer alld' Debra "Cowardl,· .Lion" Dick of Student Ac-
tivities Office.
As a peaceful alternative. it IS
suggested that you merely alter
your slogan to read, "Toto, I've a
feeling we're not -in Missouri
anymore." Now, that's a state the














Director of Student Activities
Dear Mr. Aylman:
As the Ambassador to the
United States from the fair land
of Kansas, I wish to register an
Official Protest at the scurrilous
. slogan. t hat you and your
cowardly minions are employing
in a disgusting effort to attract
people to your so-called Student
Center.
To imply that the Student
Center is in any way more
desirable or more appealing than
"The Land of Dusty Hog-
Wallows" (as Kansas is known to
the elite) is a base canard and a
cheap insult to the millions of
loyal Jayhawkers who inhabit
that enchanting region of the
world. "Toto, I've a feeling we're
not· in Kansas anymore"-
indeed! !
Because Kansas IS known
world-wide for its delicious river
catfish, its endless miles of dirt-
colored horizon, and its elegant
outhouses. I am shocked and
surprised that you should be party
to a campaign of such malicious
lies and insidious slurs upon that
Sovereign State.
My government demands an
immediate apology and total
recall of the materials invol ved in
your campaign. If this demand is
not met immediately, my
government will have no recourse
but to lauch an all-out attack
upon your Center using the latest
cow-flop missiles and explosive
horse-droppings simmered in
.Golden Corn OiL
"TOTOI lIVE A FEELING WE'RE NOT IN KANSAS ANYMORE."
Student Clubs
S ~anizations
S~~den! Crgaaiz~ti?ns spa~ a~ide ranae or 1aterests.
There 1s 30~ethin~ tOY practically eve~YODe.
All gro~ps ~et on ~~rs4ays from 12 ~oon to 2 P.M.
Chec~ ~he lIst for tee ;)~~S tha.t inte:-est you and
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Howard said,"We want to find
out what programs are for them
so that such programs can be
done.
Some students are still un-
touched by their movement but
argue that they, the students, are
paying for the salaries of ·the
professional staff in the Student
Activities Office. But now the
"problem is settled. Staritng this
Fall, our professional staff,
consisting of Mr. Aylman, Ms.
Bick, .. and Bill Kahn, Program
Coordinator and Night Director
of the Student Center, will be paid
from the Center's unallocated
reserves. The action. will balance
the decrease in revenues due to the
fee redistribution.
important results of this project,
according to Professor Mikulsky,
has been the "work attitude of the
maintenance staff."
"Morale is very high at. this
time. They are taking pride in
doing stuff like this." She sees
this as being good for both the
worker and the College. A





All new 1981 Editions!'
•IIARCOURT BRacE JOVAIOVICH.IIC•
PractIce tests identical to actual tests
in format scope. time frame and lew"
of difficulty to insure your exam..readi·
ness. AllQuestions are answered in
detail.
ComPlete review material in each •
book. plus many new features newr





Continuedfrom Page 3 . .
Continuedfrom Page /
But not all reactions have been
positive. Some students have
objected to both the color and the
lighting. The dark brown color
has been viewed as a depressant
and together with the lighting,
which they feel. now lowers the
ceiling, adds up to the discom-
forting sensation' of being closed
ID.
However, one of the more
requirements in being a student,
and student activiities are a part
of the requirement."
Agreeing with Howard, Carl
quickly replied that the option for
students is to participate! The
Activities Office enthusiastically
encourages all students to par-
ticipate.
"We try to make as many
different variety programs avail-
able to people that might be
interested. There are, certainly,
options for the students to have
their own groups' or their own
programs."
"Sometimes you hear that
students don't want to come to
the Student Center because the
program is not for them,"
'ide.ntff"tCaticm'caias', I'm not 'sure
if ,~t·. is.~~ore dangerous than . Continuedfrom Page / _. '. "'Iar¢y :'COIIlPO~ of' UNITY
hav-iQ.>·:ODeft ~.~.~;- " " ..........u ...... ~"_···<Mi'-,;;/··..ii1i··..~....:·~ •. '.-
~i~J$:1?-.~He.a~iled :tira(ilie~':" gO~~~h;'Dssc11s"=dn:·ror·:'·';;'s:. "'e . ~'~;"?r:ch~~'." W::lk~'~~~i;;.i>:,.~
cards~·.Aeededto separa~e those itself this year is the amendment predOlll1nate. - , ' .',
people';__who.. belong.. In the "of tbe DSSG CoRslit~_.As. ..--_....-..LoJleJlQ. ~.._..!1...Q... l!!oblem~_~ .
bu-ildingsfrom those who' don't. Charles 'LoBello,' DSSG Vice .arising out of this. seemingly
He also stated that people could President stated "I'd like to see inherent conflict: "We are one
~omeup to you and make trouble a good w~rkingConstitution with government looking out for one
If they kno:-v your name or not.. guidelines for everyone to follow. Interest~Baru~h Co lfege
Dean WIlson stated that having This Constitution needs a lot of students, he said, connnumg,
one's name and social security work." LoBello also expressed "The idea behind government is
number available is one of the his desire to see the DSSG work to make college life easier, more
"trade-offs" which will have to more closely with the Student enjoyable, and educational."
be made to improve Baruch Center. All executive officers are
security. Another notable problem that welcoming any and all students to
the DSSG faced last year was get involved in the DSSG so that
major conflicts between the party the interests of Baruch students
lines. This year, the Council is will be well represented..
.Marilyn Mlkulskj, of theoffke of Campus Planning.
ARE YOU INTERESTEDlN
ATTENDING GRADUATE SCHOOL?
Whatever your goal. matriculation. career ad:
. .vancement, or personal enrichment. the Forum
will allow you-·to discuss on an individual basis,
admission requirements, procedures. costs. finan-:
cial aid. job markets. objectives. etc... with admis-
sions representatives from many graduate schools'
offering a variety of programs __ .
TakeAdvantage OfThis No Fee
Opportuni.(v·& Attend The Graduate And
Professional School Forum .'
~11' J.
NEW YORK CITY-ROOSEVELT HOTEL









. 10 see anything (hatmight,ba'¥~:.~,.~thatina sit~.~as tb.is,
.im~ upon the pOSci~~5,~:.:;"sthe studeJltS.~e 'the
an" '~"'~ .. . 't's. ·.'·j..... ,..l:.--'~)~~~~:"- ',uow'd .. 1i..,,,,;,,:;~~-~~.;, '\JlbiCJ(,4'r.~,~. v- lka:"'_~:~~J~')?~'"'.. "~~~~"';'r'
eradicatiOn ':of aiiytbtBi'~i:liiif~~~to the fact.that the' maJOrity .
might- ~ in' the ':\VClY,:bf"tbeir : .of·$ludents does not wear ~,~D,
chancesfor'-suecess.U • -. _. ,.. ~;. . --.. _~.~ .. , _. .
Always a visible 'supporter of . When asked -what he thought
the controversial ID cards, Dean about the ID cards being too
Wilson stated that the decision to dangerous an invasion of privacy'
implement the ID system was not because-they openly displayed a
made prior to. meetings with .person's name and social security
student leaders although the idea number, Dean Wilson said, "It
did surface before the meetings. hasn't been made a requirement
He also stated that this system yet, so it's not a breach of
requires extreme cooperation anything. But considering the
because it -has not been mandated idea of having people wear visible
!
._~ . Page 8 THE TICKER
SERIES
-
October 5th Michael Cain
&
Bill Maher
October 19th- Adrian Etolsch
October 26th- CharL ie Barnett
Baruc·h
Time 12:30 to 1:30 College
Place OAK LOUNGE STUDENT CENTER Student Center
<ktoberS,1981
- "Fats Deacon----- and the
Dumbwai ters"
October 13th- "Frank Maya
Band"
T" October 20th- "Gram MosesIme 12:30 to 1:30 Band"




October 5th A "The Formula"
" 15th, 16th & 19th -' "The Stuntman 1I
" 22nd z 23th & 26th - "Every Which Way But
" 29th, 30th & November 2nd - "Scanner"
November 5th, 6th & 9th - "All that Jazz"
MOVIES ARE SHOWN ON MONDAY & THURSDAY EVENINGS
IN THE OAK LOUNGE, STUDENT CENTER AT 5; 30
AND
12:30 or FRIDAY'S IK ROOM ~ 114 IN THE 24th STREET
1: 00 and BUILDING OR 4 NORTH, 'THE, 23rd·.~-STREET
3:00
-.' COMING SOON------
HSPIN ART" October 14th
11:30 - 1:00, Marble Lourige
l!GUITAR WORKSHOP" October
13th Room 212 Community
"MEITATION WORKSHOP'"
HARNIS MARTIAL ARTS WORKSHO~
"YOGA WORKSHOP"
Look for Dates & T'Lmesv Ln
The "This Week at Baruch!!






. "-" ~ ..'- -,_., .". ~- .
II .po,;....it••..., ,,- ."
. A:'IiTHO:'liY'SHAIRCUTIERS _. I.
We offer the best in Styling, Cutting-and Beard Trimming_,
We also specialize in Hair Replacement,
(Donein Strict Confidence) .
LOCATED AT:
161 E. 23rd Street
Between Lexington & 3rd Avenue (Just off Third Avenue)
For more info: 260-0S70
d e f 9
G. Go ETZ (1 9b1 )
CREATE THE SAME SYMMETRIC ~OSITION









ameritan ~olltgiatt -"tt, IIRtbololp
q-~_ G .'-"---
Intlrlltillll PIIIIicItiIIs
$100 $50 $25 / / S15 Fourth
First Place Second Place Third Place $10 Fifth
THE TICKER
~ . _".
- - Fall Concoun1.1 .;,. -
open to '" col. Met univtnity Studen1s deAring to haw 1I*r poetry
..thoIogized. CASH PRIZES will go to the top five poems:
AWARDS of tr. printing fw ALL 8CCAPtat~ in aur popu....
t.MhoiMIy bound Md copyrigI.1at ...1hakItw. AMERICAN COLLEGIATE
POEts. .-
Deadline:' October 31
--- CONTEST RULES AND RESTRICTIONS:
1. Any studMIt is"" 1D -..bnrit his or ...~.
2. AI, entriel mwt be oritiI'" end unpublished.
3. All e..tries must be typed, doubl on~ tide of die P-. onIlf.
EKh poem rnust~on sheetend~""',in the UIII* Wt·
hand.COI'I*, die NAME -.d ADDRESS of itie Student. _ •• the '.
COLLEGE attended. PIIt..,. and add..- on"""" !
4. . Tbere .. no f.bic6ons on form or..... ....... of up tD
~·Ii... &ch paeIft must ........._ tide.
(Avoid ..Untitted~·!) s.n.tI bID and wltitlt illustlaticwll ,_coma.
5. The judglls' decision will .. final. No info by phone'
6. EntrMts should keep • copy of all entlies .1twy. II!!:IC\8II......IOt~ be returned.
~ize wi"'*S and 811 authOrs 8\J8rded trw publicnon will~ notified
imR*ti8t8fy af18r deadline. I.P. wiD m.in finI .....icatioft rit'* far
accepted poems. Fore., ..... poet•• _come.
7. There is an inm.l one doll. regisbation ... for the first entry ....
.. of fifty cents for uch 8dditional poem. It is~ 10 IUbmit
no morethan_ poems per .,tralt.
8. All entries muSt be posb.....ked not ... than the Ibow deed.......




LaI AnINI, CA 9OCM4
by Peter Di Turi
Chess at Baruch returns again
this year, bringing back memories
of last year'soutstanding team~
and a look at interesting activities .
that the Chess Club will present
this fall. .
The Baruch Chess Team
finished in eighth place in ..Ja.st
year's intercollegiate team
championship, pushing Baruch to
greater recognition as a top class
competitor. This fall, students
have the opportunity to represent
Baruch in the intercollegiate
championships. The annual event
is being co-sponsored by Baruch
and Columbia Uni versity, and
wilJ be held on December 26 to 30
at the New York Statler Hilton Ho-
tel. The Chess Club will sponsor the
annual speed chess championship
late in October. The club will be
forming a "tournament chess
challenge, " and is hoping to hold
at least one simultaneous
exhibition.
The Chess Club is open five
days a week at various hours.
Interested students are welcome
to stop in room 30lA in the
Student Center.
URGENTLY~EEDED:
MATH TUTOR for GMAT EX-. .
.A."f to be taken OCTOBER 25,
1981. Please call Lynn' ~f·F,
9-5:00 (212) 593-8123.











































































































It may still seem like summer to you, but Fall has hit us
here at Baruch. The Fall semester, that is, and it is time to get
a head start on the business at hand.
In order to maintain your club in good standing, you must
fill out the enclosed cards and submit all three of them to the
'Office of Student Activities, Room 104 in the Student Center,
no later than October 9, 1981. Failure to do this will resultin
your Ineligibility to receive funding for the Fall semester.
. If you have any questions, you should consult the Informer
booklet enclosed in your packet or ask in the Office of
, Student Activities.
A tentative date of October 29th has been selected for this
year's Club; Fair. More information onthis and oilier im-
portant issues.will soon follow (anyone for Halloween?)..
Here's hoping that your summer has been a good one. This
year promises to be one of continued success in our activities









. .r -' .. ~.
She received her nurse's training
at King's County, which at that
time, was the largest general
hospital. Between then and her
arrival at Baruch, the head nurse
has worked for private doctors.
Dr. Ronald Aaron, Associate
Dean of Students. handles the
administrative operation of the
Medical ornee.He said. "Baruch
has a commitment to its medical
office that other schools don't.
seem tohave. We have a long way
[0 go, but we're very lucky to
have what we have. ,.
,,': ~..._~.; :',0_- .. '';'' _ ..
Psarrou is hoping to obtain the
necessary equipment for taking
and testing throat cultures. She
also hopes to get a heart monitor
for first aid purposes. As it is
now, the doctor says, "We're
very happy. We do help students,
and they are grateful."
The doctor Is also very pleased
with her staff. She said that the
nurses do an excellent job of
following up on students, and
that Ms. -Marx. is. extremely
capable. Ms. Marx has been at
Baruch for almost fourteen years.
shot!" You have to behave like
adults a little bit more." .
That behavior includes
properly filli rig ou t and
returning medical f'o r ms ,
something which has always been
a problem, the doctor noted. She'
also stressed the importance of
medical health insurance,
pointing out how many students
don't think they need it.
Barbara Marx, head nurse,.
elaborated on this point: "It's a
shame for students to have to pay
for their medical services.
Students are in the worst
economic group," she said.
concluding, ··Unfortunately, the
results are that students neglect
themselves .':
While Dr. Psarrou cannot serve
as a student's personal physician,
she takes care of what she can in
the office, and then provides
referrals for those students who
need extra care. Often, the doctor
will try to locate a clinic, - as
opposed to a hospi tal' s
emergency room. Emergency
rooms, the doctor said, are more'
expensive than private doctors.
An important aspect of hospitals.
rhe doctor rioted, is rhar rhere are
SO many' nearby, and that they
respond very quickly to
emergency calls.
°In her desire to see mere of-
fered in the Medical Office. Dr.
Profile:
The Doctor Is In
by Wendy Gertler
Students rarely think about .It Tuberculin testing is another
until it occurs, but what happens service that Dr. Psarrou wishes
if someone gets hurt while in more students would take ad-
school? What if someone has a vantage of. uTB is very con-
cold and doesn't want to pay a- tagious. That's why it's very
huge doctor's bill to 'be told so? I Important to have students tested.
For these and many other Some might be sick. and then I
reasons. J trip to the Medical am afraid for other students,"
Office is often a very wise and said the doctor.
practical idea. Dr. Psarrou, who specializes in
The Medical Office, located in plastic surgery, offers clinics in it,
room 308 in the 23rd Street build- and takes care of small
ing, is open from 8 a.m. until 9 procedures, such as setting small
p.m. Dr. Helen Psarrou, the college fractures, repairing lacerations
physician is on duty from -12 p.m. and cutting and draining in-
[Q 3 p.m. on Tuesdays, Thurs- feet ions.
days.. and Fridays. and from 3 When the doctor is not at
p.m. to 6 p.rn. on Mondays and Baruch, she operates a private
Wednesdays, the latter to ac- practice in the East 50s. Dr.
cornodat e evening st udenrs. Psarrou studied at the University
Deside Dr. Psarrou, Barbara of Athens, Greek Medical School,
Marx. a full time staff nurse. is in and received a scholarship from
the office from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. the New York Hospital upon
each weekday. From 4 p.m. to 9 graduation. There she trained in
p.m.. Mondays through Thurs- plastic surgery and surgery, then
days. there are four registered trained in cancer at Memorial
nurses providing (overage. Sloan Kettering. Dr _ Psarrou
The Board of Health no longer practiced general medicine for
provides the full, free assistance one year at the postgraduate
that it once did. Baruch College is school at Pole Clinic. She has
doing. all that it can to provide the been at Baruch for six years.
services that once were offered. In Of her many concerns, student
addition to the routine first aid. awareness is one of the doctor's
consutranons, examinations and greatest. '·1 would like students to
treatment. the Medical Office' participate more in their health.
also offers special clinics. and pay more artentionto ir." she
throughout the year to check on said, adding, - "You can't say,





Now that the basic
philosophical foundation has
been laid, let's move to the
fashion scope for fall '81•
commencing with colors. This
fall's colors (according to my
careful and extensive research)
are derived from nature.
Autumnal reds, yellows, oranges.
and smoky browns will lead in the
winter's chill. Note: if in doubt as
[0 the authentic color, consult
your local fall leaf.
This season, there will also be a
noticeable increase in patterned' 0
fabrics that are more subtle. Suits
and sports jackets in plaids.
tweedy checks, and 'herringbone
will dominate most fabrics. A
practical yet dashing look· this
season includes a sports jacket,
strategically layered with a
shetland wool SWeater, either
worn dressy with pleated trousers
or casual in conventional blue
jeans.
Fabrics continue to be as
natural as possible. Available are
wools, cottons, and natural and
. synthetic blends. (The Tauer is
recommended when ease of-
cleaning and durability are
preferred.) The heavier fabrics
of past. seasons will yield to. tb~
lighter, three-season brushed
cottons and ligh~eight .flannels.






b~' Maurice C. Villoria
Let's dispose of all the trivial
formalities and get right to the
point. Fashion. What is fashion?
Here at Baruch, fashion can be
. -translated into many forms, from
the trendy to the chic. And
ultimately, fashion can be the
traditional preppy haunted by the
residue of rock and rQII t-shirts.
What does this add to the search
for a definition of fashion?
Simply. fashion is not a solitary
concept. Rather, fashion en-
compasses the elements of per-
. sonal style and taste and expresses
-'·il
~ . them accordingly.
A good example is the bunon- -
down shirt. It holds a special
place in the hearts of many. Why?
Maybe because before Lacoste
introduced the alligator. polo
players wore dressy shirts.
Problems arose, however as the
gentlemen galloped around: their
shirt collars would fly. in their
_ ......__e-J faces. How is one expected to
coordinate both pony and mallet
if one must be bothered with the
constant slapping of a shirt
collar? The solution: button these
collars down. There it is-fashion
arising out of practical necessity,
in this case. to accornodate the
personal style and need of polo
player s , Functional, yet
fashionable. Thank you, Ralph
Lauren. On the other side of the .
coin are designer jeans. ~1Jat can
one say? Heads .or taiJs~ it's a
question of persOn8l' style aDd'
were selected from the 40.000
graduates through a nominations
process conducted by Professors
Andrew Lavender of the
Department of English and Louis
Levy of the Department of
Speech. Dean Emanuel Saxe, and
the alumni at large.
Plans for the distribution of the
book ",;Il be announced shortly
b~' the AJumrii Association.
-\.•...... ~•........
.... ", ':".~
-. " A." .. ':
• .". h', ._.'~:""
Professor Jason ~arks...\'ssistant Professor of English and author of
T...~"'~ Jot no_\fad~ It Big.
struction: Victor Riesel. labor
columnist: Albert Seedman,
former New York City Chief of
Detect ives and now head of
security at Alexander's Depart-
ment Stores: Gertrude Alman
Stern. executive vice president of
Allied Stores Marketing Cor-
poration: and George Wcissm~.
chairman of Phillip M~is, hie:






Are you intereste-d in the stories
of some of Baruchs most sue-
cessful alumni? Do you want to
know who they are? And how-
they reached the top of their
professions? Then the Alumni
Association will soon have a book
for you: Twelve U'ho Made it Big
by Jason Mark s , assistant
professor of English.
The book. which IS being
pub li shed by the Alumni
Association. contai ns personality
portraits of twelve prominent
Baruch alumni. The individuals
profiled are Abraham D. Bearne.
former Mayor of The City of New
York: Herman Badillo. former
Congressrnan from New York ;
Benjamin Berkey: Chairman of
the Board of Berkey Photo. Inc.:
Victor Besso. senior vice
president of Intsel Corporation:
Albert Lippert. chairman of
-Weight Watchers International:
Ross Martin. late stage. film. and
television actor: Bert N. Mitchell,
partner in Mitchell Titus & Co.•
Certified Public Accountants:












Coordinator Assigned to New
Program.ForStud~ntsTaking
English as a Second Language
by Kathy Doonan .
Read any good books lately?
Well, if you haven't, you should
have been to the third annual'
U New York is Book Country"
Street Fair. It was held Sunday,
September 20th, from 11 a.m. to
S p.m. One hundred and fifty-
seven booths full of books could
be viewed on Fifth Avenue' from .
47th to 57th Streets, and 52nd and
53rd Streets from the Avenue of
the Americas to Madison Avenue.
Here, all major 'bookstores,
publishers and libraries displayed
.their most recentvcontroversial,
and best-selling novels.
My first stop was with
Doubleday & Company. They
were promoting Garson Kanin's
new book, Together Again.
Along with Mr. Kanin was his
famous wife, actress Ruth
Gordon. Anyone interested could
receive a free autographed' poster.
At the Franklin-Watts Booth,
one could obtain some free advice
from The Book oj Health and
al~o .have one's blood pressure
taken.
Holt, Rinehart & Winston-CBS
demonstrated some techniques
used to master Rubiks Cube.
They were also promoting the
new Ojjiciall Hate Cats Book.
At the De Capo Press, a jazz
and blues guitarist, Larry
Johnson, provided entertainment
while endorsing the new Blues
Who's Who by Sheldon Harris.
At the Knopf booth, one could
have spoken with, shook hands
with, and even have-obtained an
autograph from Alistair Cooke,
from 'Masterpiece Theater,and
James Beard, a well-known chef.
At the Irish Book Center, a
"Schanache" (storyteller) invited
all those interested to listen to
"true" tales from the "Quid
Country." The Schomberg
Center for Black Culture featured
its 'own storytellers, or "griots,"
'who recalled the early tales of
Harlem.
For the Sci-Fi buff, McGraw-
Hill presented a wide variety of
the latest books-as well as .ex-
cerpts of-shows on space travels.
Time-Life. Books had health
instructors as well as body
·.builders available for questions...
Sunset Books offered free recipe
cards and buttons to anyone who
cared-to investigate.
Barnes & Noble cast a puppet
show with a New York City
theme. Funds for free expression
made books banned by the Soviet
Union available for publication in
the U.S.
To keep children entertained,
Charles Scribner was raffling off
posters for the 100th Anniversary
of Treasure Island. C.P. Dutton
featured a booth made up as a
tree house in which stuffed
animals of Winnie-the-Poohand
his pals resided. Art books were
available at discount prices at
Strand Bookstore counters. At
Addison-Weseley, tips were gi ven
on ' photography. and one's
photograph could be taken for
free .•
Although it was very crowded,
with a little time and patience, all
the booths could be covered.
Practically all booths provided
some promotional materials to
take home, so money was not the
motive behind this fair. If rou felt
obliged, however, to contribute, a
beautiful "New York is Book
-Country"· poster L'(made : up
specially for this affair by Arnold
. Lobel) was on sale for three
dollars. All proceeds from the
sales went to the children' s
division of the New York Public
Library.
"y Wendy Gertler
For the many bilingual students
who have been enrolled in English
3-S a Second Language (ESL)
courses-and especially for those
who have not and should-
Baruch College is introducing a
new, full ESL Program, under the
direction of Dr. Helaine Mar-
shall.
Not all bilingual students are in
need of ESL training. Dr.
Marshall explained that knowing
another language is often a cue,
but that a student's problems with
English might be the same as
anyone else's. The distinction can
be made once it is determined
whether the student is a speaker
of his other language and rmo
English. Still, identifying the
students who need ESL remains
CIS one of the major problems that
l he Program faces.
Writing assessment tests are
used' to indicate a student's
capability \...'it h English. But
students have Iitt!e direction
thereafter. This fall, Dr. Marshall
noted, many ESL students didn't
take the courses that they needed.
"ESL students drift in. We
would like to identi fy them early,
set them up, and help them out,"
Dr. Marshall said.
ESL courses are taught in the
English, Speech, and Com-
pensatory Education depart-
ments. The coordinator said that
while there is a disadvantage that
t he classes are so scattered
throughout the school, .the ad-
vantage lies within the degree of
t heir specializations.
Students in the ESL Program
will have the opportunity to take
advantage of a Reading and
Writing Workshop, which has
nothing to ·do wit h their classes.
Run by Ms. Marge Penner, the
workshop is for those who feel
t hat they need extra. help, without
any classroom press ure. The
Reading and Writing Workshop,
which offers individual and small
group assistance, is situated in
room 334 of the 24th Street
building.
In addition to the small
committee composed of Dr.
Marshall and one representative
from each of the participating
departments, there will be art ESL
Advisory Comrni tree. The Ad-
visory Committee will focus less
on the details of the Program
than on college-wide issues that
affect the Program. The members
of the Advisory Committee will
either volunteer or be appointed,
but all, Dr. Marshall hopes, wi IL
have some interest in the ESL
learning experience.
Dr. Marshall hersel f has had an
extensive background in ESL,
training. She graduated from the
Teaching School at Columbia.
University with a TESOL degree
(Teaching of English to Speakers
of Other Languages). She started
teaching in 1969, --and has been
teaching ESL since ]971. Last
year the coordinator taught
linguistics at Queens College, and
has also taught at C ..W . Post
College and Vassar College. Dr.
Marshall carne to Baruch th i'-:.
year. While she is housed in the
Department of Compensatory
Programs, she is the ESL
coordinator for the entire college.
As such, she is concerned that the
Program be viewed in a positive
light.
"I'd like to see how the ESL
student can enrich and contribute
to the Baruch Community. There
are so many students with di f-
ferent .religious , cultural, and
ethnic backgrounds-sharing it
can help their self-image. I want
to help them feel more a part of
the College," said Dr. Marshall.
Students who are interested in the






Come to Room 307', Student Center
Robby's Ribs
Woman in the Window
;,. .....
Telephone No. .,
- ..--.-.-.-,--.-,-::.- . . ucket(s)
Please send me ..".. .• one)
for orchestra ' ,. balC()n~ .~k.
I uildeistand orchestra tickets costs S8 each; balcony seats are S6 each.
EDdosed~is. my c:beck for S. . - .made payable t~ the~cb
C~·Alunioi ASsOCiation.
b~' Robin Gottlieb
I felt slightly nervous as I
arrived at the bank's personnel
office for the teller's job last
summer, •'Relax, ' , I thought to
myself. "You are young, polite
lind honest." The branch
manager decided to hire me
anyway.
I soon found out that besides
receiving and distributing money,
Illy job also included entering all
Illy transactions into 'a large
computer. A teller advisedme to
treat my computer gently, as 'it
was very temperamental. I looked
at .my ma<:bine and' smiled. The
eomputer. loOked. at me and
sneered. That exchange was the
beginning of a bittersweet
r-dationship.
The computer would do
everything in its power to show
me who was tile boss. For
example, it spit out bankbooks at
me like a toaster. Though it was
annoying, this did liven up my
work a bit. Whenever things
became very dull, I could always
count on my machine for a game
of upop-up bankbooks."
If my computer was invincible,
then I would have to call my
customers impossible. They were
all so impatient while I was
training. Onepersoh voiced his
displeasure by .sa}ing: aa.Why
must you train on my time?" I
felt like answering, "Oh, your
time?· Pardon me-l was under
tile -delusion that" it was my time I
was uaining OD."-J suppose if)t
were UP.to m~· customers, I would
have been trammg from ]2:(.J:J
midnight to 6:00 in the morning.
. 'The people could also ask some'
unbelievable questions. One
woman, after withdrawing
SI8,OOO, asked which would be
safer to carry-a teller's check for
the amount,. or the entire sum ill
cash. I felt like seizing her by the
throat and screaming at the top of
my voice, "How dare youa~k
such a stupid question: You don't
deserve to ha\:.e this money at
all~~~"
Still, 'being a teller was an
exciting .new experience, and I
hope to do' it again next summer.
There'sone tbing thatbOtheri
'me. As I left the bank, I could
have sworn I taeard m)' machine
. . --snicker and sa~i, U\\·ait 'til I1e'lt-
year." ._-
, .
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Meatloaf and Foreigner
Aim for Success With







Granted, there js recent
material -mcluded-> 'samson and
Delilah," ·'Passenger, " and
"Fire on the Mountain"-but
does that warrant a double
album? Garcia's froggish vocals
sound insipid on the fragile
"Candyman," a once powerful
crowd pleaser. Also included is
the by now obligatory space jam
(for extra-terrestials only) and
mid-tempo Bob Weir - rocker.
"Little Red Rooster;" For the
most part Dead Set is comfortable
(they stopped being adventurous
ten years ago) listening, and is a
good indicator of how the Dead
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The Pretenders
Arrive in New York
b)· Paul Golden
How do you sing rough and tough. and still retain a vulnerability
that keeps the crowd begging for more? Ask Chrissie Hynde of the
Pretenders. What she knows about vocalizing has garnered the
Anglo-American Pretenders rave reviews, and gold records for two
records. On their new album, Pretenders II (Sire), Miss Hynde puts all
the others to shame (with the exception of Riki Lee Jones) as one of
the most engaging. and important female runesmiths of the eighties,
Female is an essential description to Hynde's often heart tugging
vision of the dumped upon femme ferale.
Pretenders II is a terse, jangl y, guitar-oriented album. resplendent
amid joyous melodies that often turn quite melancholy. Hynde and
company steer remarkably clear of the cliche ridden Pat Benetar
image while espousing Chrissie's tough girl \'eneer.- Hyndes band
has smarts, and her voice positively crackles with exuberance on
such tracks as '-'The Adultress " and "Pack It Up," Fave Ray
Davies' "I Go To Sleep" is competently covered as is the rousinz
"Louie Louie" that closes the album, replete with horns. You' v~
probably heard "Talk Of The Town" or .. Message Of Love," the
two earlier hits of their career. Better still, catch the Pretenders in
town this month: their shows should be fab. See you at the Ritz on
October 5th and. 6th. or at the Palladium the Sth a~d 9th.
a remarkably-subdued backup
fashion. It is the best thing the
boys have done in years.
Which brings us to Dead Set,
To say it's a "bad" album would
hardly be fair; to question its
necessity would be closer to the
point. Honestly speaking, the
Dead's live sound hasn't changed
all that much from the 1974 Steal
Your Face collection. The di f-
ference between Live Dead and
Skull and Roses (Grateful Dead),.
considering the timbre and color,
was enormous. In the past, one
could expect the sound of the
band to change with the release of
each live set, but Dead Set barely










usually excessi ve space noodlings
that tend to become (yawn)
boring. Bob Weir sounds far
more excited than he is wont to
get. and the dynamic duo are ably
assisted by the rest of the Dead in
than their previous two. still was
plagued wi th recurrent pop
dribble. '·Urgent" and "Break It
Up" are not the most powerful
songs-they are listenable, a state
that has not really been achieved
since their first album, Foreigner.
because of their songwriting
limitations, w!1I never be a great
rock phenomenon. But hepefully.
with a bit more refinement and
polish, they can achieve the sound
they created on their first album.
In 1977, a 300 pound, sexuallv
frustrated biker named Meatloaf
released an yalbum, Bat Our OJ
Hell. Although the lyrics by Jim
Steinman were totally
sophomoric. Meat Loaf's vocals,
along with Mrs. - Loaf. Ellen
Foley. and Phil Rizzuto. were
energetic and provided a red hot
booster to what otherwise might
have been musk to sleep by. Meat
Loaf turned it into music to kill
by. I thoroughly enjoyed Bat Out
OJ Hell for its interesting vocal
arrangements, It was the most
popular album among the Class
of '78. The Class of '78 is now the
Class of '82. and Meat Loaf has
stopped his four years "loafing"
with Dead Ringer (Epic). The title
is quite appropriate because Dead
ringer is a total reiterat ion of Bar
Our OJ Hell. ie , the same type of
music and the same sexually
frustrated lyrics. Fortunately,
Phil Rizzuto is still with the
Yankees.
Meat Loaf's Dead Ringer and
Foreigner's 4 are tWO prime
examples of 1970s ani SIS
floundering in the 1980s.
Hopefully the .current trend will
nor continue into the mid ·80s, or
rock-n-roll as we've known it for
the last 15 rears will be burned
out the wav disco was in rhe
'iOs-an empty void' of prefab-
ricated, plastic doldrums.
record set is obvious from a
marketing standpoint. In-
terestingly, the release pattern
followed the order and shape the
concerts took: Reckoning being
an acoustic set preceding the
Dead's usual electric-only con-
certs in the form of Dead Set.
From an esthetic viewpoint. the
acoustic album, Reckoning, is by
far the more intriguing of the
two. Sorely absent from Grateful
Dead concert repertoire. it is a
welcome relief to hear that Garcia
and Weir have revived the
acoustic guitar duet that in-
troduced Dead shows of a decade
past. Reckoning contains
chestnuts ("Dire Wolf" and
··Ripple·'). acoustic re-vampi ngs
of electric warhorses (.. It Must
Have Been the Roses"), and new
material. such as the delightful
"Monkey and the Engineer."
Garcia's bluegrass-style guitar
sounds fresher than it has in
years, a pleasant respite from his
Two immediately popular groups
were Foreigner and Meatloaf.
Foreigner sounded good on
their first album with "Cold as
ke·· and "Feels Like The First
Time. ,. Foreigner was a promisng
young group with the potential to
polish and refine their heavy
metal style, But their next album,
Double J. 'ision . was released with
no signs of refinement-in fact. it
was quite crude, with idiotic hard
rock songs like "Hot Blooded"
and the little track, both of which
managed to become pubescent
hits.
Head Games. released in 1979.
was a total joke. with music
bordering on the absurd. "Dirt\"
White Boy" had to be one of t h~
dumbest tracks eyer written.
This year ..Foreigner has a new
effort called 4 (Atlantic). One
question for the group is, 4 what?
Their fourth album. while much
more refined and more enjoyable
-- ----- ---- - ----------------------,
A Double Take
FromGratefulDea
•"orriaJwr is.approadli.., tlw quot,- of ellftr first album.
by Paul Golden _
- Despite the fact that Arista
Records released the two most
recent -Grateful Dead's albums,
Reckoning and Dead Set,
separately. both double record
sets should be appraised as a
single effort. These discs were
both recorded during last Oc-
tober's week long stint at Radio
City Music Hall, culminating in
the most novel ripoff in the
history of concert promotion. The
shows were hopelessly sold out,
but eager fans were invited to part
with ten buds as they "ex-
perienced" the De-ad's Halloween-
show via the big screen at the
near-by Felt Forum. This aside.
Reckoning and Dead Set mark the
seventh time the group has been
officially commit led to vinyl in a
live setting. although thousands
of high quality bootleg tapes exist
with the Dead's tacit permission.
The reason for individual
release rather than, say, a four
b~- Ja~- Schwartz
Where is music headed in the
1980's? 198 J has (0 be the worst
year for rock yer. The offerings
are few. and the records are all
too often big disappointments.
The last good period for music
was 1976-1978. although the great
albums came years earlier, The
'76- '78 albums did contain some
songs of quality. though. For
those who were out of the country
or "just don't remember those
years. the better of the albums
produced then included Fleet-
wood Mac by Heetwood Mac,
and their f'ollow-up album.
R urn ours, Th-is good. easy-
listening music is comparable to
Jackson Browne's Pretender and
Running on Emptv. two albums
of sheer perfect ion.
Other artists who gained in-
creasing popularity during this
period include Bruce Springsteen,
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Colbert Lights Up the Stage with ~~A
Theatre,
Talent"
~anc)' Addison and Claudette Colbert (I. to r.) of"~ Talent For !\Iurder.",
by Bill Dudley
Claudette Colbert returned to
Broadway last week in the long-
awaited A Talent For Murder
In, which she stars with Jean
Pierre Aumont, This comedy-
, 'mystery for the most part is .an
enjoyable evening of theatre,
although there are a few flaws.
Ms. Colbert-plays Anne Royce
McClain, an old mystery writer,
rermrnscent of the late Agatha
Christie, who, through her best-
selling whodunits, has managed
to build a valuable art collection.
Her son's family is paying a visit
to help her celebrate her birthday
and the story deals with the
strange happenings. that occur
during the weekend visit.
Aument plays her doctor
and/or lover Paul' Marchand.
One of the first problems that the
theatre-goer encounters is Mr.
Aumont himself. Not that he is a
bad actor; on the contrary, he is a
very accomplished actor and
performs well. At times, however,
his French accent is so strong that
one cannot understand what he is
saying. It must pe his error, for
the Biltmore Theatre has good
acoustics and-we can hear every
other character perfectly.
The next flaw occurs at the end
of Act I. There is a murder, as
there should be in every good
mystery; however, the murder,
which should be tile most exciting
point, winds .up being rather dull
and . "spastic." Director Paul
Aarom should nave developed a
better effect than the one used.
Perhaps he did not want a too-
frightening effect for fear of
being accused of imitating
"Deathtrap." I won't go into
details about the full scene since
we are dealing with a mystery and
there is the essence of surprise.
The third and final flaw comes
with the plot. It is relatively weak
and at times it seems as though
nothing is holding the scenes
together.
However, where writers
Chodorov and Panama may have
lacked in plot, they've more than
supplemented with funny lines.
Ms. Colbert, Mr. Aurnont and a
Japanese servant, Rashi, share
most of the amusing antics and
the writers have put iri an ample
enough supply of hilarities to let,
everyone have their turn to be
droll. Ms. Colbert, especially, is
witty and charming., During one
scene, she sticks a pin on her
duaghter-in-law's lapel, which we
later learn is a bugging device.
The expression of sheer ~ delight
that comes [0 her face, the
devilish smile appeari ng because
she knows something her relative
doesn't, and her eyes glistening
like a child's on Christmas
morning, all make one find it
hard to believe that she is 77 years
old. It is easy to understand why
she has remained a star of .the
stage and screen for all these
years.
This show is, however, the
showing of talents of many gifted
actors. A note of recognition
sbould be given to set designer,
Oliver Smith. Scenery should do
more than simply decorate the
stage, and in Talent for Mur-
der it does do more. Mr.
Oliver's settings of Ms. McClain ',-
study is most lavish and in-
tricate. Hi ... automatically moving
walls, French doors, and hidden
rooms all added to the evening's
delights. So, for that matter, do
Ms. Colben's costumes designed
by Bill Blass. She looks ab-
solutely radiant and her presence
illuminates the Biltmore stage.
, .
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Arby's launches the great-
est submarine sandwlcr .
ever! With we-e: after wave
of ham, seterr» ar-c ~
oeooeroru Gobs er-o ~~ ~ "
gobs of SWISS cheese, -,' -"'» ' -=-,,_
-' ..... '.-shredded lettuce, -.;;:: , ~' \. ~
tometoesor-or-s Arbys ._,~ .::. s-, ...~ e .
soeoei Italian dress1rg, :3L .:~ ,..: . ~ • ~ .: ';..- ~."t'
I "--'?" -or a O<'g, long rea""· . "._ :~ f





14th St." Irving Place
23rd. St. " 7th Avenue
, The Sub is one of
Arby'S 4 new deli
specialties:
SU~NE! tL
FRENCH DIP! ' ' ,
HAM & CHEEsE! . "
ROAST BEEF DELUXE!' ,tit - - 1
- _..-= . GOOD UNTIL SUND~ OCTOBER 4, 1981 1-11 •
• IimArbYs Famous =
• ROaSt,~ sandwich -, •
• when you buy any' " •
• 141hSt.& Irving Place ~.~. == 23rd St. Be 7th AvcnuC --... .) •
• "-e..-...~ ..................._~PlFPer-.· •.......,-...... .••---.i.iii-".
character had an office, 011 the
same floor on The Bob Newhart
Show? (I point)
6. The Andy Griffith Show
spawned at least one spinoff
(Mayberry R.F.D.) but Andy
Griffith originated the character
of Andy Taylor, Sheriff of
Mayberry, on another show. Can
you name the show? (l point)
7. One actor' starred as Andy
Griffith's son, Opie Taylor, and
later moved on to Happy Days as
a featured character. Can you
name him? (I point)
8. On The Dick Van Dyke Silo K' ,
where did the Petries live? (l
point)
9. On The Dick Van D)'ke Silo K' ,
what was the middle name of
Rob's son Ritchie? (l point)
10. On the show Sword ofJustice,
what playing card was "the sword
of justice"? (l point)
II What was the social security
number of Mr. Ed? (l S points)
TOTAL POI~TS: 2S
A.VSWERS TO T. V. TRIVIA
1. Peggy Maxwell (SusanSt.
James)
2. C rime and People Magazine
3. Daniel Briggs (Steven Hill)
4. James Arness (Gunsmokey










b~' Brian Hochberg and the
M-A~IAC "
Perhaps the most influential
force in modern society is the
television media. This is amply
pointed out by the fact the Sesame
Street was such a successful
experiment In teaching pre-
schoolers.
One of the by-products. has
been the televised movie.
Television has made us' familiar
with movies made years before we
were born,
To test your knowledge of
television, we present aT. V,
Quiz. Anything that has appeared
on television is fair game. One
comment though-if you don't
get too many right, don't worry.
You were probably doing
something more important than
watching television.
Ques i ion sivcru: served as
secretarv to Glenn Howard, and
also to' Dan Farrell and Jeff
Dillon on The Name of the Game
(1 point)
2. What two magazines were
published by Gene Barry on The
Name of the Game? (I point)
3. The leader of the I.M.F.
(.\fission: Impossible) was best
known as Mr. Phelps (Peter
Graves). \\'ho preceded Mr.
Phelps in the show's first seasons
(I point)
4. Peter Graves' brother also
starred on a popular T.V. series.
\\·ho is he? (1 point).
S.- Besides Dr. Hanley (Bob
Newhart) which other main
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Features-
Dunaway with Mara Hobel and Jeremy ScD•• Rienbold as Crawford and adopted children smile for the television
cameras.
the Law Dept.. or Dean ffenry
Wilson. All students are" invited'
and representation from minority
groups will be appreciated.
handled disappointments in her
career and how her reactions to
them affected Christina. After
receiving some. bad news from.
Metro Studios, Crawford rushes
home and furiously destroys all of
the roses in her garden, also
ordering .Christopher and
Ghristina to take part in the
destruction
With each cruel punishment,
we see Christina's growing
defiance toward her mother.
Christina's courage balances her
-rnother's cruelty, so Crawford
never overpowers Christina.
Years later, Crawford and her
daughter manage to become
- friendly as a result .of Christina's
independence. The provisions in
Crawford's will, however ,
contradict the - amiable
relationship between the mother.
and daughter just before her
death.
Faye Dunaway' turns in a
superb acting job. appearing to
strongly understand her
character. Not only is Dunaway
talented. but bold, smooth-and - .
always solemn. She shows'-
Crawford's cruel side .extremely .'
well. Mara Hobel is also ~a,'
knockout, handling ..h er-:
punishment scenes with finesse.
"Mommie Dearest" is a fine
drama with an interestingtheme,>.
effective moods, exquisite settings. '
and wardrobes, and supreme
acting along with enjoyable
characters.
... _. .'
Harvard Rep. coming to JJaJ1;IC~
A representative from Harvard
Law School will speak in the
Globus Lounge on Oct. 15, from
9:00-12 .p.m. For information
contact Prof. Raymond Noble of
In' a jumbled manner, the







"Mommie· Dearest" is an
exciting and telling film directed
by Frank Perry and produced by
Frank Yablans, which dramatizes
the relationship between Joan
Crawford and her daughter
Christina. The story takes place in
California and New York City
from the 1940's to the 1960's.
The story begins with the Joan
Crawford's white-gloved hand
impatiently turning off an alarm
clock. This show of impatience
was typical of her violent
$ character. This character was
~
~ responsible for the severe
:~"-.-IIl.IIIoIIi(!~.~' punishments imposed on her
adopted daughter Christina
(played by Mara Hobel as a




seldom appeared in the movie,
showing no evidence that he
suffered the same harsh treat-
ments from Crawford.
Making Christina do things
unwillingly was one _ of
Crawford's punishments. In her
view, punishment was discipline.
One afternoon, for exam-
ple,Crawford exhausts Christina.
by. making her race back and
. forth in a swimming pool with
her. When Christina complains,




The Life and (Hard) Times
Of a Hollywood Superstar
~R~~
'" . ~
~.~: ..:;... :.' '-,~._,-~1t._.,. ~.
~~:~;~i:~~·;.·· . ,~ ~~
:'~;~".




HAS POSITIONS OPEN FOR
2 BURSARS
2 SECRETARIES
EACH PAYING $3.50 HOUR




Answers to Last Week's QuizJoe Knows
by Joe Perez
1.Who is the all-time NHL goal
scoring leader among players
whose last name begins with the
letter P& (clue - his first name
begins with the letter D and he
played for the Rangers.)
2.Who holds the Ranger record
for the most assistsin a season?
3.Which one of these players
never won the NHL rookie of the
year award?
A) Ken Dryden B) Rick Martin
C) Eric Vail
4. Who is the Knicks" all-time
leading scorer?
S•. Who holds the NBA record for
the most assists in am all star
game?·
6.Which one of these players was
not an ABA rookie of theyear&
A( Swen Nater B)Larry Kenon "
C) David Thompson
7. What player compiled the
highest single batting average
after 1900?
8.Who hit the most career World
Series home runs?
9. Who scored the most career
touchdowns rushing?
10. Who holds the NFL record for
themost yards passing in a season
by a rookie?
1. Warren Spahn (363)
2. Steve Carlton (3128)
3. Had Wilson with 190. (1930)
4. Keith Hernandez 1979.
5. Denny McClain 1968 (31 )
6. Jim Brown (126)
7. George Blanda (1961) & Y.A.
Tittle (1963) each with 36.
8. Otis Anderson
9. Jim Hart
10. Steve Bartkowski (30)
I 1. Kevin Porter
12. Rick Barry
13. True
14. Wilt Chamberlaine with 55 in
1960
15. Maurice Lucas, Bill Walton,
Bobby Gross, Lionel Hillins, and
Dave Twardzik.
16. B) Bobby Hull with 77 for the
W.H.A. Winnepeg Jets.
17. Terry Sawchuk




continuMfrom JJ. 10 -
multicolored yarns enhancing
tone and depth.
Good taste prevails! In shirts,
button downs hold firm, while the
European look establishes itself.
Trousers remain narrow at -the
bottom (straight leg or tapered).
Pleats and cuffs are exciting
options. Collar pins are in, ties
stay narrow with small knots, and
lapels are constant at the 2 Y2 to 3
inch range. .
There you have have it, and I




FALL 1911 RIDlPAnON SDIEIIJLE
Oct. 22 Oct. IS
Oct. 29 Oct. 22
li:w. S Nov. 4
Nov. lZ Nov. 11
tbv. 19 Nov. 17
Nov. 24 Nov. 23
8 a.a. - 10 a.a.; 2:30 - 5:30 p.m.
8 a,., - 10:30 a.a.; 4 p •••. - Sp.II.·
8 a .•• - 10 a.a.; 3:30 p.a. ~ 5 p.M.
8 a.a. 10:30 a.a.; 12 NKm - 5 p.m.




1 p.ll. - 3 p.m.
2 p.II. - 3 p.a.
1 p.a. - 3 p.II.
12 Noon - 3 p.1Il.
WEICHI' RCD6", TABLE TENNIS·, PAIIlLEBALL
12 Noon 2 :15 p.II.; 4 p.a, - 5 p.m.
2 p.a~ S p.a.
4 p, m. - S p.m.-
12 Nlon - S p.m.





































ADVERTtSING RATES - FALL 1981
The Ticker is ~ bi-weekly College publication with a
circulation of 10,000. Payment of ads is required within 30 days of publication.
Two complete issues per ad are mailed within five days of
publication. Photo-ready ads are preferred.













If you have any further questions, please feel free to
contact Jay Schwartz, Advertis;ng Manager; Ke;~h Almodovar
Business Manager; Susan Cuccfnel10, Managing Editor;
Michael Flanigan, Associate Ed;tor; or Joseph Perez,
Editor-in-Chief.
NATIONAL LINE RATE . .SO/line
/'
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Statesmen Squash Purchase; 5-0.
...
"
Conference again, the Baruch
team hopes to make their 14 game
, season as enjoyable for everyone
as possible. They seem to have the
winning recipe.
Coach Ferrini is relying on bench depth 'this season.
Statesmen's, home field is the
Central Park North Meadow,
located at the 96th Street entrance.
Playing in the Metropolitan
Ro'okies Add Depth to
Volleyball Team.
by Pamela Smith
Once again Baruch's Intramural Department has lined up a season of athletic events Ior its,
students, beginning wrth the all-new aerobic dance jamboree held September 24.
Former Ms. Baruch, Bebbie Benitez. along with Intramural Director. Tom Cracovia;
hosted the event.
Those participating in the jamboree were, Norma Chavannes, Tracy Gardner, Beatrice
Berger, Sharon Peterson, Maritza Hernandez, Grace Tom, Marie Chiang and Vamosy
Amaritis. Cracocia would like to have the event again but the gym will in the future be used
by the intramural basketball teams. Students interested should -check with the intramural
department to see if and when the jamboree will be held.
Basketball, table tennis, paddleball, the bench press, and -jit-ups are just some of'the
events scheduled. (See schedule on pg. 15).
To enter any of tbe tournaments., sign up in. room 61tlA, 23 St. 1.0. Cards and gym (lC)tbes
are mandatory!
'''Most students come dressed in street clothes, when actually the, need gym clothes,
slleakers and sborts," said Cracovia, wbose new ofr-lCe lIours are 12:00-5:00 p.m.
For further information call TOlD Cracovia at 725-7197 or visit the iatramural office.
they play Dominican, also away.
Their next game isn't until Oc-
tober 3, when they come home
and play Medgar Evers. The
In tramuralsStart With StrongBeat.
by Pamele Smith
Debbie Ferretti will be the first
to admit that this year she'll have
her work cut out for her.
Coaching a volleyball squad of
twelve women, nine of them
rookies, Ms. Ferretti describes the
upcoming season as a "building
, year.",
Said she: "With a squad of
mainly freshmen and'
sophomores, we're going to be
working hard to come together as
one. '.'
In a scrimmage, held at Kings
Point against United States,
Merchant Marine Academy, the
team suffered 'its first loss.
U.S.M.M.A. won three games
and shut out Baruch. The scores;
15-5, 15-7, 15-8. '
"The problem was that we had
only. one practice prior to the,
game," said Ferretti. "Many of
the girls didn't know eachother's
names," she added.
However,'Coach <Ferretri
eagerly talks about the depth of
the bench and feels thatthis will
be her strong point this year.
This is the first time that the
. volleyball team has had more
than eight players. The ability to
replace a player when she's tired
or not performing. well. will be a
great asset to Ferretti and her
women:
Several of last year's team
members, a team that had a
.' record of 19 wins and three losses,
did not return this season. Un-
doubtedly the experience of
Yasmin Young, Josephina Baez
and other will be missed.
Coach Ferretti is, however,
pleased with her team and is
happy that they are an "easy
going and culturable group. "
'.
this year is backed up by Frank
Triiini, a bright prospect, and
Gary Steadman.
But not only goal scorers make
headlines. Ian Parking, Mike
Oxley (Co-Captain), and Clive
Mullins, all returning players,
played well. Some of the rookie
standouts included Fabio
Dehakiz, U a forward with a lot of
soccer sense," as Coach Henry
put it, Jose Cernadas, and
Wagner Santiago" who made it
tough for the Purchase team to
score. John Paul Vittorini, who
was all over the field, turned in
excellent plays also.
So, the team's first showing
was a good one. Though the team
does need more games to settle
down, learn its plays, and work
as a team, so far there are
no glaring flaws. It's true that
Coach Henry thinks three for-
wards, and a defender couldn't
hurt, because the 20 man roster
has not yet been filled, but he is
hoping that any soccer players
who didn't tryout will soon do
so.
The team's immediate schedule
shapes out this way. On the 26th
of September, the team plays
Stonybrook away, the team that
beat them out for an E.C.A.C.
bid last year. Then on September 28i
AeroWc DaDcers OD me riabt foot. _
•
by Mike Angelo
First, you take the SUNY
Purchase soccer team. Then, you
bring forward the Baruch soccer
team, and let mix. What hap-
pens? Baruch comes out on top.
This is the way the Baruch
Statesmen opened up their,
season, September 23. Their
proud squashing of the Purchase
team, 5-0, marked their first
victory towards equalling last
year's record of 9-3-i.
The team has a new look this
year, but the same winning at-
titude. Only six players from last
year's team have returned this
year. But the shortage of ex-
perienced players does not worry
coach Tony Henry. In fact, "I
have a lot of confidence in this
team," he said.
A sufficient blend of veterans
plus exciting new talent has a way
of erasing any question marks
there are about the team. Its
home opening victory exposed
that explosive mixture. The goal
scorers were Captain Garfield
Dilworth who scored, two; rookie
Steve Pantin, who also scored two
(one from 35 yards out); and
Mark Younker, who finished
second in scoring last year, scored
the other. The shutout went to
George Vakkou, the veteran, who
_.-".~ I
